Trade Map

**MEXICO/USWC TO ASIA (JAPAN, CHINA, KOREA & AUSTRALIA (RTW))**

**Trade**: MEXICO/USWC TO ASIA (JAPAN, CHINA, KOREA & AUSTRALIA (RTW))

**Frequency**: 1 sailing per month

**Port of loading**: Lazaro Cardenas
Port Hueneme

**Port of discharging**: Port Hueneme
Yokohama

**Vessel Type**: 5,000-6,500RT
(Ramp : Over 80 MT)

**Port of discharge Via transshipment**: Nagoya Kinijo, Japan
Yokohama-Daikoku, Japan
Pyonntaek, South Korea
Xingang, China
Shanghai-Haitong, China
Xinsha, China
Nagoya, Japan
Yokohama-Daikoku, Japan
Townsville, Australia
Brisbane, Australia
Port Kembla, Australia
Melbourne, Australia
Adelaide, Australia
Fremantle, Australia

**Service Overview**: 1. Mexico-USWC Japan
2. Connection to Asia/Oceania destinations

---

**Note**: The chart illustrates the trade routes and destinations for MEXICO/USWC to Asia via Japan, China, Korea, and Australia. The vessel's capacity and frequent sailings highlight the efficiency and coverage of this trade route. It's important for logistics and supply chain planning, particularly for shipping goods to and from the specified regions.